Managing email growth is a complex, never-ending problem for administrators. Evolving regulations and eDiscovery requests compound these challenges. Combine this with increased corporate governance and regulatory recordkeeping requirements, and pressure to reduce IT expenditures while ensuring information availability and it’s clear that the adoption of an email management solution is a necessary and prudent investment.

EMC® SourceOne™ Email Management supports all major messaging environments, including Microsoft Exchange, IBM Lotus Domino, and instant messaging (IM). The solution improves the IT efficiency of messaging systems, reduces costs of storage, and improves backup and recovery processes. It enables enterprise-wide deployment with a consolidated and centrally managed archive. It provides maximum scalability and information readiness for search against the available archive, all at the lowest cost of ownership. By flexibly managing email across the organization, SourceOne Email Management delivers broad business value.

SourceOne Email Management increases user productivity by providing seamless access to archived content for general business use. Combined with EMC SourceOne Discovery Manager, SourceOne Email Management is the strongest solution for email archiving, information readiness, and good information governance.

BUILD YOUR ARCHIVE BASED UPON CORPORATE POLICIES AND INDUSTRY REGULATIONS

SourceOne Email Management supports archival choices based on content value and risk, in order to satisfy corporate policies and industry regulations. Real time capture ensures that a complete and authentic archive is maintained while collecting all relevant email, attachments, IM, and metadata, including aliases and groups. Flexible options include not only real time, automated capture, but also manual classification with rules that direct messages to the archive best suited to their business value. If real time capture is not a requirement, organizations can instead capture data from individual mailboxes and public folders on a scheduled basis.

Another option for message capture is “user directed archiving,” which allows users to classify business-important records. Through a simple drag and drop within their inboxes, users can place messages into pre-defined archive folders with set retention periods. This approach offers risk avoidance as well as an alternative to keeping local archives on the desktop.
MANAGE INFORMATION CHALLENGES, INCREASE PRODUCTIVITY

SourceOne Email Management improves operational efficiency and reduces costs by proactively managing messaging environments, eliminating restrictive mailbox quotas, and consolidating disparate personal archives, such as PST and NSF, into a centralized, simple-to-manage archive – all while providing transparent end-user access.

Administrators need a way to reduce production environment size without placing quotas or restrictions on the user. SourceOne Email Management shortcut technology delivers this by giving users access to their email and attachments without housing that data within the production environment. Not only does this solve the problems associated with restrictive quotas, it removes the risk associated with local archives, the time and cost associated with backup and recovery operations, as well as cost and effort associated with replication in the production environment.

Shortcut technology also makes archived messages that have been truncated from the production environment accessible via the Web, as well as on mobile devices and within non-standard mail clients such as Entourage. To provide end users with anywhere, anyplace, anytime access, shortcut resolution supports Exchange/Outlook and IBM Lotus Notes/Domino environments via the offline access component.

FLEXIBLE CONFIGURATION OPTIONS

EMC SourceOne offers cost-effective content archiving in multiple configurations, based on your organization's preference. The SourceOne platform is certified as VMWare ready, with options for running particular tasks or the entire solution in VMWare sessions. EMC Sourceone takes advantage of the unique de-duplication features of EMC Data Domain. VNX and VNXe provide lost cost, flexible configurations for fast access and processes as well as cost effective archive data locations. For cloud-enabled storage, EMC Atmos provides seamless access to archived data, while leveraging cost and administrative efficiencies offered by the cloud. EMC Centera can be configured to archive data, applying the simplest polices or governing archive data to the strictest industry regulations. Regardless of your archival platform, you will benefit from tiered storage and archival of content when you apply consistent retention, disposition and overall lifecycle management to that content, while reallocating production storage for the newest, most active retrieved content. Although EMC supports all industry standard hardware platforms, utilizing EMC technologies with the SourceOne application guarantees a best in class solution, fully supported by a single manufacturer.

MINIMIZE RISK, ACHIEVE INFORMATION GOVERNANCE

Companies without a comprehensive email management system face risk related to electronic discovery. A litigation or discovery request related to email can be costly and time-consuming, especially if it requires retrieval of content from disparate locations and to restore email from backup tapes.

To proactively manage email content for general good information governance, corporations must automatically and consistently adhere to business policies that include retention and disposition, define who has access to the information, and decide how and where to store and use the data, and determine policies for compliance, legal holds, and general business access.
With SourceOne Email Management, administrators can set retention policies as required by regulatory requirements or corporate governance practices, and ensure content is retained for appropriate time periods. Automatic disposition removes content when the retention period expires. Various levels of privilege, assigned by folder, define who has access to the archived data. Folders also signify location and retention policies for data contained within them. Legal hold and business use case folders can be created according to the organization’s needs.

Full-text indexing of subject line, message body, and attachments, coupled with powerful search filters, increase search accuracy and ensure that requested emails are available in minutes rather than weeks or months. Messages saved in the archive are accessible through the standard, Web-based search feature.

A companion product, Discovery Manager, takes advantage of the underlying SourceOne Email Management architecture when performing very large queries, when gathering high-volume data, and when using designated hold folders with restricted permissions to preserve confidentiality and chain of custody.

EMC SOURCEONE FAMILY

EMC SourceOne is an archiving family of products and solutions that allows organizations to manage the lifecycle of corporate information, according to consistent policies based on the content’s business value. EMC SourceOne solutions are designed to scale to meet large enterprise needs, yet offering a simple footprint for mid-sized customers. The solutions provide customers with the ability to reduce costs, ensure compliance to internal, external and government regulations, and to mitigate risks associated with non-compliance and eDiscovery. Coupled with EMC hardware and other EMC technologies, including backup & recovery, deduplication, security and virtualization, corporations can build a complete information governance solution from a single vendor.